Considerable confusion remains among theoreticians and practicioners of phylogenetic science on the use of outgroup taxa. Here, we show that, despite claims to the contrary, details of the optimal ingroup topology can be changed by switching outgroup taxa. This has serious implications for phylogenetic accuracy. We delineate between the process of outgroup selection and the various possible processes involved in using an outgroup taxon after one has been selected. Criteria are needed for the determination that particular outgroup taxa do not reduce the accuracy of evolutionary tree topologies and inferred character state transformations. We compare previous results from a sensitivity bootstrap analysis of the mitochondrial cytochrome b phylogenetic relationships among whales to the results of a Bremer support sensitivity analysis and of a recently developed application of RASA theory to the question of putative outgroup taxon plesiomorphy content. 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The evolutionary relationships among the major groups of cetaceans remain a controversial issue. Recent cladistic and maximum likelihood (ML) analyses of mitochondrial (mt) ribosomal and mt cytochrome b DNA sequences suggest that sperm whales are cladogenetically more closely related to baleen whales than to delphinoids, making the suborder Odontoceti (the toothed whales) paraphyletic (Adachi and Hasegawa, 1995; Hasegawa et al., 1997; Milinkovitch, 1995; Milinkovitch et al., 1993 Milinkovitch et al., , 1994 Milinkovitch et al., , 1995 Milinkovitch et al., , 1996 , while the common (but largely phenetic) interpretation of the available morphological, physiological, and behavioral data (e.g., Barnes et al., 1985; Fordyce, 1992; McLeod et al., 1993) supports toothed-whale monophyly. Although recent scrutiny of morphological data (Milinkovitch, 1995) suggests that some of the most important apparent synapomorphies for toothed-whales may be either plesiomorphic (e.g., presence of echolocation capabilities, skull/facial asymmetry) or homoplastic (presence of a single blowhole), the interpretation of the morphological, physiological and behavioral data remains disputed and awaits more complete phylogenetic analysis owing to the recalcitrant and nearly ubiquitous problem of phylogenetic uncertainty.
The likelihood that molecular character states shared by one taxon and an outgroup will be based on random similarity rather than on common descent increases with increasing divergence between the outgroup and the ingroup taxa (Wheeler, 1990) . This means that the action of selecting putative outgroup taxa can have major implications on the consequent inferences. Milinkovitch et al. (1996) demonstrated that the choice of outgroup taxa can dramatically alter the details of the rooting hypotheses favored under the maximum parsimony (MP) and ML criteria. However, these analyses did not determine whether, in addition to changes in (inferred) ingroup convexity (i.e., the placement of the root), outgroup choice could also produce changes in the labeled optimal topology of the ingroup trees independent of where the roots were ultimately placed. The problem of tree rooting is central to the question of cetacean phylogeny (Milinkovitch, 1995) because alternative rootings define alternative cladogenetic relationships among sperm whales, baleen whales, and delphinoids (we will not consider here the beaked whales). Sequences of mt cytochrome b provided an interesting example because portions of these data have been used in previous studies with conflicting results (depending on the choice of parameter settings), namely the sister relationship between delphinoids and baleen whales (Arnason and Gullberg, 1994) versus the sister relationship between sperm whales and all baleen whales (Adachi and Hasegawa, 1995; Milinkovitch et al., 1995) .
In a sensitivity analysis of this cytochrome b data set (Milinkovitch et al., 1996) , we tested 2968 combinations among the seven parameters that most often vary among phylogenetic studies, and demonstrated that the rooting-and the bootstrap support for this rooting-of the cetacean cytochrome b tree is highly dependent on parameters such as outgroup sampling and weighting of substitution types. This sensitivity analysis appears to have identified portions of the multidimensional parameter space where the settings are particularly important with respect to phylogenetic inferences based on these sequences. Specifically, we suggested (Milinkovitch et al., 1996) that a high bootstrap value (BV) appears to be a good indicator of support for a rooting hypothesis under the MP criterion if (1) the taxa included span extensively and homogeneously enough the variability of the group under scrutiny, and/or (2) proper weightings of substitution types are applied. However, these conclusions were based on the explicit assumption that congruence found in ingroup convexity using a variety of outgroups is a reliable indicator of proper rooting, provided that this rooting is supported under all high-congruence conditions. This assumption may not be warranted if systematic errors cryptically entrain sets of inferences. Additionally, we assumed that the relevant multidimensional space was sufficiently explored and that portions of this space with highly congruent support for other rootings have not been omitted. Hence, without performing a thorough sensitivity analysis, it may appear intractable to suggest reasonably objective choices of parameter settings for the analysis of a given dataset. Furthermore, the proportions of occurrences of specific rootings observed in a sensitivity analysis cannot be translated into probabilities. The problem of multiple causes (i.e., that any of a number of systematic errors may entrain congruence) reduces the utility of the ''support'' provided by observations and inferences that are congruent. In any specific instance, varying but uninformative data or random outgroups can yield a congruent set of optimal, but random, tree topologies or rooting(s), which might also be supported by spuriously high BV.
Deductive inferences provide useful complements to inductive inferences (such as parsimony and maximum likelihood). Tree-based methods for measuring phylogenetic signal, such as PTP test (permutation tail probability; Archie 1989) or tree-length distribution (TLD) central moments (e.g., g1; Hillis 1991), have been developed toward this end. A recently developed method of data exploration, RASA (Relative Apparent Synapomorphy Analysis; Lyons-Weiler et al., 1996) , provides an a priori and tree-independent, deterministic statistical measure of phylogenetic signal in polynomial time. The method works by comparing the rate of increase of cladistic hierarchy among taxon pairs as phenetic similarity increases to a null rate expected under an equiprobable model. Furthermore, if outgroup character states are provisionally assumed to represent plesiomorphies for the ingroup, comparison among test statistics under competing putative outgroup taxa yields a measure of relativistic estimate of ingroup plesiomorphy (Lyons-Weiler et al., in press) . Using the criterion of maximum phylogenetic signal in the ingroup, rooted RASA can therefore be used to identify, with reasonable objectivity, outgroups which provide, in a general sense, good estimates of plesiomorphy for an ingroup, and therefore which outgroup taxon combination may be least likely to provide a spurious root node under a global phylogenetic analysis (i.e., outgroup ϩ ingroup).
Using rooted RASA, we test here whether our previous sensitivity analysis (Milinkovitch et al., 1996) of the cytochrome b data set identified portions of the multidimensional parameter space where, apparently, accurate rooting is most reliably recovered. We also (1) demonstrate that, despite claims to the contrary, details of the optimal ingroup topology can be changed by switching outgroup taxa by mechanisms other than changes in where the root is placed (Neff, 1987) , and (2) suggest a procedure which could allow recovery of rooting signal under what would otherwise be random rooting conditions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We used full cytochrome b sequences from various cetacean and ungulate species: the artiodactyl species used in these analyses are (binomial name, [common name, EMBL Although 2968 different analyses generated by using combinations of seven parameters were tested in the original sensitivity analyses (Milinkovitch et al., 1996) , we considered here a subset of 104 analyses corresponding to the combinations among substitution-type weightings, choice of outgroup species, and choice of ingroup species (see Table 1 footnote for details). For each of these combinations, we used RASA 2.1 (Lyons-Weiler, 1997) to calculate t RASA (phylogenetic signal). It was first computed for ingroup taxa alone, then rooted RASAs were performed using each putative outgroup Bremer, 1994) with PAUP* (Version 4.0d55; Swofford, 1997) using the ''topological constraints'' option. Branch and bound exact searches were performed whenever computationally practical. Otherwise, we performed heuristic searches with the following options: MUL-PARS, steepest descent, simple/closest stepwise addition sequence, MAXTREES ϭ 400, and TBR branch swapping (PAUP*, Version 4.0d55; Swofford, 1997) . We also performed MP analyses and RASA analyses including all ingroup and all outgroup taxa.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the following discussion, the rooting that yields odontocete monophyly is called the ''classic hypothesis'' (ϭ ''C''), the hypothesis ''M'' designates a sister-group relationship between sperm whales and all mysticetes (Milinkovitch et al., 1993; Milinkovitch, 1995) , and the grouping of all mysticetes and delphinoids as a monophyletic group corresponds to the hypothesis ''A'' (Arnason and Gullberg, 1994) . Table 1 shows, for two weighting schemes and for each of the 13 possible single outgroups: t RASA , the hypothesis (M, C, or A) that is supported in the most parsimonious tree(s) (mpt), Bremer support (BS), and the number of additional steps required by the third hypothesis (third, cf. Table  1 ; the two other hypotheses being either supported as the mpt, or found under ''BS,'' i.e., supported by the optimal tree(s) found with the constraint not to keep trees compatible with the hypothesis supported in the mpt). Note. We consider here the analyses where a total of 13 species representative of the three artiodactyl suborders (tylopodes, suiformes, and ruminants) were each used as a single outgroup taxon (the binomial names are given under Materials and Methods). Each table corresponds to a different ingroup species choice. In the original analyses (Milinkovitch et al., 1996) , we considered the potential redundancy of the ingroup taxa from which four were defined as ''informative taxa,'' and seven as ''redundant taxa'' (the remaining taxa fall in a third category). The ''informative taxa'' were expected to be particularly informative in that they apparently intercept long branches in the cetacean cytochrome b tree, while the ''redundant taxa'' were expected to be redundant because they either (1) intercept a short branch where multiple substitutions are unlikely to have arisen, or (2) interrupt a long branch close to its tip (making it only slightly shorter). The redundant taxa were defined with the help of an explicit phenetic algorithm (Milinkovitch et al., 1996) which iteratively identified pairs of most closely related taxa and randomly, but irreversibly, categorized one taxon of each pair as ''redundant'' and the other as ''not redundant''. The stopping rule for the iterative algorithm was to keep at least one representative of each genus as ''not redundant.'' We compare here the results of each type of analysis excluding both informative and redundant taxa (a and b), excluding redundant taxa only (c and d), excluding informative taxa only (e and f), and keeping all taxa included (g and h). The results of the analyses with two outgroups and/or constraint trees are not considered here [see Milinkovitch et al. (1996) for further details]. We also consider the effect of substitution-type weightings: ''Ti ϩ Tv'' (a, c, e, and g), i.e., all substitution types (transitions, Ti; and transversions, Tv) require the same cost (one evolutionary step), and ''Ti excluded'' (b, d, f, and h), i.e., a weighting scheme where Tv are equally weighted but Ti require no step. Milinkovitch et al. (1996) presented justifications of testing these substitution types. We use the criterion of signal (t RASA ) as an indicator of the consequences of ingroup and outgroup choice and character encoding. The letter under ''mpt'' indicates which of the three alternative hypotheses (A, M, or C) is (are) supported in the most parsimonious tree(s). The value and the letter under ''BS,'' respectively, indicate the BS value and which of the three alternative hypotheses (A, M, or C) is (are) supported when the parsimony search is constrained such that only trees not compatible with the hypothesis found in the mpt are retained. When only two of the three alternative hypotheses (A, M, or C) have been found in the searches corresponding to columns mpt and BS, the number of additional steps required by the third hypothesis is indicated under ''Third.'' OC mp , outgroup congruence calculated from the number of times (shown in parentheses) hypotheses M/C/A is found as the unambiguous single most parsimonious solution; OC BV , outgroup congruence calculated from the number of times (shown in parentheses) hypotheses M/C/A are each best supported in terms of highest bootstrap value.
Effects of ingroup and outgroup choice in unweighted searches. One major result of our original sensitivity analysis (Fig. 2 in Milinkovitch et al., 1996) was that, when transitions (Ti) and transversions (Tv) are equally weighted, adding ''informative taxa'' (see Table 1 footnote for the definitions of ''informative'' and ''redundant'' taxa). strongly increased outgroup congruence (OC; Milinkovitch et al., 1996) . For instance, in the analyses where only informative taxa were excluded, hypotheses M, C, and A were best supported (i.e., obtained the highest BV) 7, 0, and 6 times, respectively (OC ϭ 0.08) while, if the informative taxa were added, hypothesis M was more consistently best supported (11 times) while the C and A hypotheses were best supported 2 and 0 times, respectively (OC ϭ 0.69). These results are supported by the analyses presented here since, regardless of the inclusion or exclusion of redundant taxa, adding informative taxa under equal weighting of Ti and Tv (i.e., going from Table 1a to 1c or from  Table 1e to 1g) increases the congruence with which one hypothesis is found as the unambiguously most parsimonious solution (OC mp ). Note that adding informative taxa also increases mean t RASA and maintains or increases mean Bremer support, suggesting that congruence of rooting (across outgroup taxa) is due to phylogenetic signal and not to systematic errors. We interpret that, by intercepting long branches, the informative taxa reduces the number of errors in the assessment of which characters are identical by descent.
Importantly, Table 1a shows that when both ''informative'' and ''redundant'' taxa are excluded (and both Ti and Tv are used), signal in rooted and unrooted analyses is not significantly greater than that expected by chance. This suggests that the topology (including the placement of the root) of the mpt(s) obtained with this data set and these parameters cannot be accepted with confidence as a good estimate of phylogeny. Note that the t RASA values not only are not significantly positive but all are negative (some significantly so), indicating a distortion of hierarchy in the matrix (Lyons-Weiler and Hoelzer, 1997) . This indicates that both the placement of the root and the topology may be positively misleading. Using any of the 13 possible outgroup taxa, RASA indicates, independent of any other analysis, that (1) spurious rooting is likely, or (2) the ingroup topology might be otherwise misleading. These results support the sensitivity analyses (Milinkovitch et al., 1996) which indicated that the placement of the root (achieved by assuming that the ingroup-outgroup node is basal) was unreliable under these parameter settings. In addition, Table 1 shows that a high BS for one hypothesis does not guarantee that this result will be consistent with those obtained using other relevant outgroups.
Effects of ingroup and outgroup choice in weighted searches. It was demonstrated in the original sensitivity analysis (Fig. 3 in Milinkovitch et al., 1996) that, contrary to the results from unweighted analyses, inclusion of the informative taxa under exclusion of Ti had only a moderate (but negative) effect on the bootstrap outgroup congruence and on the mean bootstrap support (across outgroups) for the best supported hypothesis. This suggested that this weighting scheme reduced character mispolarization by excluding many of the multiple substitutions (i.e., homoplasy), making it much less crucial (and even detrimental) to include the informative taxa to recover phylogenetic signal. This result is again supported by the present analyses since, regardless of the inclusion or exclusion of redundant taxa, adding informative taxa under the ''Ti excluded'' weighting scheme (i.e., going from Table 1b to  1d or from Table 1f to 1h) decreases the congruence with which one hypothesis is found as the unambiguously most parsimonious solution, as well as the mean (across outgroups) BS. Almost invariably, a negative effect on outgroup congruence is also observed when redundant taxa are added (i.e., going from Tables a, b to e, f, and from Tables c, d to g, h; see also Figs. 2 and 3 in Milinkovitch et al., 1996 , for other parameter settings). This result is not surprising given that, in phylogenetic analyses, standard expectations of sampling theory (i.e., more precision with more data) do not necessarily apply. Indeed, it may be expected that adding more taxa may tend to increase the probability of phylogenetic accuracy; however, we contend that, when evolutionary homoplasy can occur, a primary determinant of the consequences of increase/decrease in the number of taxa in a study on accuracy (computational complexity aside) is which specific taxa are included. The suggestion of a negative effect of redundant taxa on outgroup congruence (this study; Milinkovitch et al., 1996) is in agreement with recent simulation studies. Indeed, Kim (1996) used a decomposition equation for the determination of inconsistency conditions in data sets with large numbers of taxa, and he demonstrated that the addition of a taxon on a long uninterupted branch intensifies inconsistency when the taxon added is closer to the tip of the long branch. The taxa we called ''redundant'' (Milinkovitch et al., 1996) fit this definition and some of them are likely to produce inconsistent results, and therefore decrease congruence across outgroups. In addition, because any new taxon may define a new long branch (probability of inconsistency is an increasing function of the number of taxa, even when mean number of changes is low; Kim, 1996) , additional taxa can yield inconsistency in a tree that was void of long edges. This might explain the tendency of informative taxa to have a low negative effect on outgroup congruence under some substitution type weighting schemes (cf. above).
Effects of weighting. The second major result of the original sensitivity analysis (Fig. 4 in Milinkovitch et al., 1996) was that (a) when informative taxa were excluded, the ''Ti excluded'' weighting scheme (among other weighting schemes; cf. Milinkovitch et al., 1996) had a large impact, in comparison to the results yielded by the unweighted analyses, in increasing both the outgroup congruence and the mean BV supporting one of the three hypotheses, while (b) when informativetaxa were included (regardless of the inclusion or exclusion of redundant taxa), the ''Ti excluded'' weighting scheme produced results with similar (high) outgroup congruence as those yielded by the unweighted searches. These results are fully supported by the analyses presented here. Indeed, exclusion of Ti under exclusion of informative taxa (i.e., going from Table 1a to 1b or from Table 1e to 1f) increases the congruence with which one hypothesis is found as the unambiguously most parsimonious solution, as well as the mean (across outgroups) BS. On the other hand, exclusion of Ti under inclusion of informative taxa (i.e., going from Table 1c to 1d, or 1g to 1h) has a much less drastic (even sometime negative) effect on OC and BS.
There is some lack of correlation among t RASA , BS (Tables 1a-h) , and mean BV (data not shown; see Milinkovitch et al., 1996) if all are taken as indicators of the general consequences of taxon sampling and substitution type. This is not unexpected, and should not be interpreted as conflict among these different measures. Indeed, BS and BV are measured on nodes while RASA is tree-independent. Naturally, individual BS and BV can be generally influenced by ongoings in character inferences elsewhere in an optimal topology, but they quickly lose general meaning when either (1) systematic errors intrude upon the phylogenetic inferences, or (2) random errors produce erroneous topologies where some nodes nevertheless receive (relatively) high BV or BS. A good example of lack of correlation between overall signal (t RASA ), BS, and BV is found both under TiϩTv and under Ti excluded: inclusion of redundant taxa (i.e., going from Table 1a to 1e, 1b to 1f, 1c to 1g, and 1d to 1h) strongly increases mean t RASA , while it tends to reduce congruence (and, less systematically, BS). t RASA itself may be correctly increased by increased taxon sampling when additional well-supported nodes are added such that there is additional signal, but not for the nodes of interest in the present study. Changes in t RASA cannot yet be traced to particular sources in the true phylogeny and comparisons of particular interest in the application of signal as a criterion should, for the time being, test single factors at a time (e.g., taxon sampling under one character coding does not transfer to taxon sampling under others).
Details of optimal ingroup topology can be influenced by outgroup choice. Many authors suggested that increased taxon sampling decreases, under specific conditions (e.g., Swofford and Olsen, 1990; Kim, 1996; Milinkovitch et al., 1996) , or universally (Hillis et al., 1996) , errors in the assessment of which character states are identical by descent. Milinkovitch et al. (1996) suggested that, under conditions of low ingroup taxon sampling, erroneous ancestral-state inferences can cause mispolarizations at the next deeper node, and through a cascade effect, the initial mispolarizations due to the long uninterrupted internal branch(es) may finally produce errors of rooting with effects comparable to ''random rooting.'' These errors of polarization can support an incorrect rooting with a high BV (cf. above and see Milinkovitch et al., 1996) . We suggest here that the same ''cascade effect'' can operate in the other direction (from the root up the internal and tip nodes). Indeed, we contend that the errors in plesiomorphy assesments, due to the choice of a distant outgroup, can cause mispolarizations at the next upper nodes, and through a cascade effect, might change the ingroup topology in addition to the ingroup convexity. We therefore disagree with Farris (1982) and with Nixon and Carpenter (1993) , who consider that cladistic parsimony can only be conducted without using a priori plesiomorphy information from outgroup analysis. Indeed, they argue that the truly global optimal tree (including both ingroup and outgroup taxa) should be found and then the root (i.e., polarity) inferred by where the ingroup and outgroup taxa split. In other words, they contend that the tree should determine polarity while we consider that plesiomorphy content estimates should be used for outgroup taxa selection prior to the global parsimony procedure (including ingroup and selected outgroup taxa). Figure 1 demonstrates that different outgroup choices can yield, in addition to different ingroup convexities, each of the three different possible topologies among four invariable subtrees.
When informative taxa are excluded and the TiϩTv scheme is used (Table 1e) , rooting increases signal under all outgroup taxa despite the fact that OC is low (indicating that rooting is unstable). Naturally, rooting matrices with provisonal plesiomorphy using a variety of individual outgroup taxa may result in the reduction of homoplasy in different parts of the true phylogeny. For example, Table 1e shows that the domestic goat and the domestic sheep yield the two highest increases in signal, but they yield mpt that differ not only in ingroup convexity but also in ingroup topology (data not shown).
Recovery of rooting signal under what would otherwise be random rooting conditions. During a global parsimony analysis (i.e., outgroup ϩ ingroup) changes in outgroup choice can change the manner in which parsimony allocates changes in character states along branches (cf. above). When different outgroups imply, on the ingroup-outgroup internode on an mpt, different character state transformations for characters for which other transformations are also required elsewhere in the tree, the result will be variance in character polarization among rootings. When these changes alter where the root is placed (by global parsimony), the result will be variance in convexity of the ingroup among rootings, which can change which groups of taxa are called clades and which are not. When these changes alter the topologies of the optimal tree set itself (see above), different hypotheses may be favored depending upon which outgroup taxon is used. This is a special case of the recently appreciated phenomenon that taxon sampling is one of the most important factors that influences the outcome (and, hence, accuracy) of phylogenetic inquiry (LeCointre et al., 1993; Kim, 1996; Milinkovitch et al., 1996; Lyons-Weiler and Hoelzer, 1997) . In the following discussion, ''polarization'' means (1) inferred state transformations on mpts, (2) the placement of the root, and (therefore) (3) tree convexity.
Under conditions of low congruence across outgroups, different outgroup choices can yield high bootstrap support for different rootings (Milinkovitch et al., 1996) . Potentially, adding informative taxa or incorporating substitution-type weightings can yield high congruence conditions. Importantly, the addition of taxa can decrease accuracy if these newly added taxa are redundant (Milinkovitch et al., 1996) or define new long branches (Kim, 1996) . Alternatively, one could try to define an objective criterion to choose among the alternative outgroup taxa supporting different rootings under low congruence conditions. We suggest that different single outgroup taxa supporting the same rooting ''x'' through random character polarization will tend to do so through random polarization of different characters. Hence, when used simultaneously, these outgroup taxa should conflict and yield a decreased BV and a decreased BS for rooting x. On the other hand, different single outgroup taxa supporting the same rooting ''y'' through nonrandom polarization should tend to do so through polarization of the same characters. Hence, when used simultaneously, these outgroup taxa should not conflict and should yield an increased BV and increased BS for rooting y.
We tested these suggestions under the low OC conditions found when only informative taxa are excluded and the TiϩTv scheme is used (Table 1e ). We first considered the four single outgroups (bovine, dromedary camel, alpaca, peccary) that yielded the highest BV for the rooting A. Table 2a shows that, when used simultaneously, these four outgroup taxa yield a BV lower than the mean BV across single outgroups, and a BS which is lower than that obtained with any of the four single outgroup taxa. Then, we considered the five single outgroups (pronghorn, fallow deer, domestic sheep, pig, hippopotamus) that yielded the highest BV for the rooting M. Table 2b shows that when the four taxa that yield the highest BV are used simultaneously, they yield a BV and a BS which are higher than those obtained with any of the four single outgroup taxa. Similarly, Table 2c shows that when four taxa are chosen (among the five taxa that yield the highest BV for rooting M) such that their mean BV is as low as possible, they also yield a BV and a BS which are higher than those obtained with any of the four single outgroup taxa. Obviously, this procedure needs to be tested (perhaps via simulations) to assess its general utility.
CONCLUSIONS
Even if we assume that the existing morphological data set does indicate toothed whale monophyly (but see Milinkovitch, 1995) , this morphological tree might conflict with the molecular tree (toothed-whale paraphyly) because both trees are correct (i.e., they faithfully represent the respective phylogenies of the respective character matrices) but that differential lineage sorting occurred (e.g., Lyons-Weiler and . Furthermore, given that (1) most of the molecular data analyzed for whales are mitochondrial, and (2) the mammalian mt genome should not undergo recombination, the molecular tree might reflect the correct mt phylogeny but might differ from phylogeny(ies) of unlinked loci. This point will be tested in the future by the phylogenetic analysis of multiple mt genes and nuclear loci in cetaceans. Lineage sorting is not restricted to mt DNA vs nuclear DNA data, nor to molecular data. Furthermore, when differential lineage sorting has occurred, it seems unlikely to us that combination of all available data (i.e., total evidence; Kluge, 1984) will necessarily yield a better estimation of species phylogenies (Lyons-Weiler and .
Incongruence remains a persistent problem in molecular systematics; nevertheless, congruence may be a misleading indicator of accuracy. Furthermore, treebased tests for incongruence (e.g., testing for significant differences among topologies) do not adequately address the problem of multiple causes; i.e., two trees may be significantly different for any number of reasons, some of them not involving phylogenetic signal. Like all other tree-based inferences, tree-based indicators of congruence and incongruence are sensitive to all the possible sources of error to which the original tree inferences are sensitive. Although the first step in the detection of differential lineage sorting among loci might now be made prior to phylogeny estimation (Lyons-Weiler and , this hypothesis requires that the trees differ in topology and are both correct. In the absence of differential sorting, incongruence between trees may be due to errors in the estimation of one or several topology(ies). Some confounding causes of character state distribution among taxa have been described (such as ''long branch attraction ''; Felsenstein, 1978) . Note that ''branch length'' must likely be extended to ''include all of the subtending branches up to the apical tips'' (Kim, 1996) , and that the problem of random rooting (cf. above) is connected to the long branch attraction problem. Sensitivity analyses (Milinkovitch et al., 1996) of the cytochrome b data set strongly suggested that the phylogeny of this gene supports a sister relationship between sperm whales and baleen whales (Milinkovitch et al., 1993; Milinkovitch, 1995) . However, because these analyses used the explicit assumption that congruence across outgroups is a reliable indicator of proper rooting, we could not exclude the possibility that high outgroup congruence was due to a systematic artefact (such as long branch attraction) yielding inconsistency. The present analyses provisionally reject this possibility and suggest that the sister relationship between sperm and baleen whales (the M hypothesis) corresponds to the true cytochrome b phylogeny. Furthermore, full cytochrome b sequences from additional ingroup (Arnason and Gullberg, 1996) and outgroup taxa have recently been made available. ML analyses including these additional molecular data support the M hypothesis (Hasegawa et al., 1997) .
In sum, our research indicates the following: (1) all details of ingroup topology are sensitive to the selection of outgroup taxa; (2) the problem of multiple causes reduces the utility of indicators of support of hypotheses that draw upon mere congruence for evidence and   TABLE 2 Recovery of Rooting Signal measure of this support (congruence of tree inferences can result from entraining systematic errors, while incongruence may be due to noise); (3) which taxa are included in a study is a primary determinant of the probability and degree of accuracy in molecular systematics, and (4) strategies to maximize explicit, treeindependent measures of phylogenetic signal may improve many aspects of comparative molecular analyses, including molecular systematics. Among these are RASA (Lyons-Weiler et al., 1996; Lyons-Weiler and Hoelzer, 1997; Lyons-Weiler and Milinkovitch, 1997) , spectral analyses Lockhart et al., 1993; Steel et al., 1993; Waddell, 1995; Waddell et al., 1994; Lento et al., 1995) , and split decomposition (Bandelt and Dress, 1992 ). It appears to us that the question of accuracy in phylogenetic hypotheses will require improvement of existing methods of inference and the continued development of explicit tests for the consequences of taxon sampling, character coding, and methods of inference that apply, but are not entrained by, assumptions of plesiomorphy. Ultimately, maximum likelihood estimation may move into this direction. The correctness of any ML evolution model is likely to be sensitive to taxon sampling, so standard justifications of ML (consistency under right model, infinite amount of data) do not adequately address the point of outgroup selection, although more complex, time-irreversible ML estimation should be informative on the effect of different outgroup samplings (Lyons-Weiler et al., in press ). ML and synapomorphy-based phylogenetic analyses (including RASA) are compatible and research on the possibilities of such a synthesis is needed.
